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By Ronald Azzolina

AUTHORHOUSE, United States, 2010. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New
Book ***** Print on Demand *****. A $7.5 million lottery winner files for bankruptcy and hides the
windfall from the court. For a man with Adam Garnett s skills, the task is challenging, but hardly
daunting. Until his street smart ex-girlfriend decides to fight for the palimony he owes her.
Convinced Garnett is hiding assets, Rita Jensen contests his bankruptcy, and hires financial
consultant Zack Bello to investigate. Zack learns Garnett may have won a lottery jackpot and sold
the ticket. But Rita abruptly drops the lawsuit and terminates the investigation. Pleading emotional
burnout, she has decided continuing the fight isn t worth it. After all, the lottery possibility is no
more than a theory. Dumbfounded but accepting, Zack moves on to other business--until Rita and
Garnett are found dead. Given his familiarity with the two, he questions the official ruling that
Garnett killed Rita, then himself. No stranger to criminal cases in his practice, Zack continues
investigating on his own. The lottery jackpot he tentatively linked to Garnett is eventually claimed,
and Zack follows the money. It leads him to the mother of an abused teenage girl,...
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ReviewsReviews

This book is worth getting. Yes, it really is enjoy, continue to an amazing and interesting literature. You can expect to like how the author publish this book.
-- Pr of . Cindy Pa ucek I-- Pr of . Cindy Pa ucek I

This book might be well worth a study, and much better than other. Indeed, it can be perform, continue to an amazing and interesting literature. I realized
this publication from my i and dad suggested this book to find out.
-- Dejua n Rippin-- Dejua n Rippin
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